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Why Not Use the Term "Automatic
Interlocking"?

O N the floor o( the recent convention of the Sig
nal Section, A. R. A., a lively discussion devel

oped on the question whether the term "automatic
interlocking" should be applied to an installation now
designated in the proceedings of the Signal Section
as "automatic signal protection for railroad grade
crossings."

One speaker contended that such an installation
complied with the definition of an "interlocking," in
that the movement of the functions "must follow
each other in a predetermined order." The signal
engineer of a large road put it this way, "A proper
term to describe such an arrangement is 'Automatic
Signals for the Protection of Railroad Grade Cross
ings'; however, the laws of several states require
interlockings at railroad grade crossings if trains ar.e
to be allowed to pass without stopping. Therefore
it is necessary in such states, that the installation
be called an 'interlocking' for the purpose of securing
approval of the railroad commission."

It is necessary also in referring to such an installa
tion in the railroad time tables, to describe the lay
out as an interlocking, in order to use the name
approved by the state commission and that which
the railroad is permitted to use to enable trains to
proceed over the crossing without stopping. It seems
desirable, therefore, to refer to such protection as
"automatic interlocking" although, properly speak
ing, the arrangement is practically that of an auto
matic signal installed for the protection of move
ments over a railroad grade crossing.

The practical use to which the protection wiII be
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put wiII have to be considered in determining the
title as well as the strictly technical terms which
may be more properly applicable. Many outlying

. crossings have not been interlocked because the
',eg;:pense of a complete interlocking, with towermen
.' d'n service 24 hours, has not been justified. At many
! s'uch points the so-called automatic interlocking is
. adaptable and will permit the elimination of train

stops to such an extent that a decided saving can be
made. In view of the substantial economies that
may be effected it would seem that the Signal Sec
tion should reconsider the nomenclature applied to
such layouts and apply the term "automatic inter
locking," thereby removing an obstacle that is in
many cases at present hindering the railways from
securing approval for such installations.

Unit Basis for Maintenance
of Signal Equipment

D IVID1l'\G up an installation of signal;; into
maintainers' territories of equal mileage docs

not necessarily give each man the same amount of
work. In recognition of this fact several roads
assign definite unit values for the maintenance of
each signal, switch box, track circuit, <lnd other func
tions of signal and interlocking equipment, in an
effort to secure uniform results. This system (1f units
IS, however, only a start, for consideration must also
be given to many other local factors in order to reach
a fair average. Curves, grades, tunnels and heavy
wind~ affect the time required to get over the road.
\Vinter weather may be especially severe on one sec
tion, thus limiting the actual field maintenance work
to 9 or 10 months, while on other parts of the road,
the winters may be comparatively "open." Such
conditions can be compensated for by varying the
number of total units to be assigned to territories on
different divisions or districts. On the Northern
Pacific a committee of signal supervisors not only
worked Ollt a system of units hut also agreed on the
number of units to be assigned to each maintainer's
territory on each division. This system of equating
the amount of work has been followed for several
years to the satisfaction of all concerned. On many
other roads the introduction of a unit basis for main
tenance will be the means of eliminating controver
sies and uneven division of work, 'which may be the
cause of some of the signal failures at present.

How Long Is a Track Circuit

T RACK circuits are all of the same width but
they vary in length according to local c0nrlitions

,\nd the maximum length for standard practical oper
ation varies from 2,500 ft. to 10,000 ft. on different
roads. The successful operation of track circuits
depends on the bonding, ballast, drainage, amuunt of
sal t brine drippings, and the climate.

After years of experience, the majority of road,
l1<1ve decided that long track circuits are not prac
ticable because of frequent failure~ in wet weather.
Some roads fix 3,500 ft. as a maximum. others even
less. As explained in an article elsewhere in this
issue the !'iew York Central recently completed an
extensive signal installation on the West Shore line,
in which the blocks are about a mile long and each
block is divided into two center-fed track circuits
With storage battery using a relay on each end of

each track circ.uit so that each track circuit feed is
about 1;200 ft. to 1,500 ft.

On the Erie the automatic signals are about a mile
apart and the three indications are secured by polar
ized track relays fed the length of the block by pri
mary battery. The New York, New Haven & Hart
ford ha,; an installation of automatics with the sig
nals about a mile apart in which polarized track
relays are fed the length of the block from storage
batterie~. The Southern has for years successfulh
operated two-mile polarized a c. track circuits for thL
control of automatic signals. On the recently com
plet('d signal and train stop installations on the
Pennsylvania, three-position a-c. track rela.ys, fed the
length of the blocks in most cases, are used to secure
the three indications of the signals, the blocks being
about 1.5 miles long.

Center-fed track circuits with short length feeds,
such as are used on the \Vest Shore, afford econom
ical and reliable operation under all weather condi
tlOns without constant attention or adjustment, the
effect of foreign current is to a great extent elimi
nated, and bnJken rail prntec.tion is increased. Tn
contrast the polarized tl'ack circuit. extending the
length of the block, eliminates line control circuit-
with attendant first cost, maintenance and a certain
number of failures due to line breaks, lightning, e1<
'\'ith the rapidly increasing mileage of stone ballast
heavier rail, better bonding and goud drainage, It

rnav be practicable to use longer track circuits suc
cessfully on new installations or to eliminate cut
sections of signaling in service. However, reliability
of operation .of signaling is becoming more important
every day, so that such a change in ~tandards should
be preceded by a ..,;tudy of local conditions in each
case.

Letters to the Editor

Non-Interlocked Interlocking Machines
To THE EIJiToR:

With the madlines of but a few years ago, before
lever locks, route locking, detector locking, "SS" cir
cuits, "KR" circuits (or what have you?) were in
common use, mechanical locking between level'S was
qUite essential. \tVith any of the modern mechanical
or electro-mtchanical plants it would be possible to
remove all of the mechanical locking between levers
and it would still be impossible to set up a route in
correctly and get the signal for it. Mechanical locking
is only preliminary and it is expensive. If we are
electrically-locking our machines it would appear that
a part, of not all, of tht mechanical IDcking is super
fluous.

The writer has installed and has had in service for
some time an S. & F. machine handling- switches and
,lerails and table lever controllers handling the sif,'11als.
No mechanical locking is used between the mechanical
and ta;ble le\'(:rs and no mechanical locking between table
levers. The machine is as nearly foolproof as any
completely mechanically-locked machine.

There seenH to be no good reason why electrical
locking cannot be entirely substituted for mechanical
locking in many instances, thereby reducing costs and
saving tower space. 'Vhy not?

SIGNAL ENGINEER.


